
HULL  MAXX  APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS  WITH TOOLS 

Hull Maxx application is a simple procedure and does not require any special equipment. It is as 

basic as painting your hull surface with the product; yet surface preparation is critical for the 

success of the application and the use of the coating. Hull Maxx may also be applied over 

existing bottom paint. If that is your condition, please contact us for further instructions. 

WARNING: Note that this product’s effectiveness is based on its slippery nature, 
therefore, when repositioning the boat on jack stands, lifting it with straps or moving it 
with equipment after Hull Maxx application, please use extreme caution. We recommend 
securing the straps to the boat cleats to prevent them from slipping in transit.  
 

PREPARATION: 

Hull Maxx requires a clean surface free of any oils, contaminants or wax. De-wax the hull if 
applicable. Please make sure to use gloves to keep skin oils from contaminating the surface.  
 
1. Sand the hull bottom (we recommend one inch above the waterline) with 600 grit sand paper 
to allow the product to penetrate the surface of the hull (800 grit is sufficient on a new boat; 
however, prior to sanding clean with Klean Strip’s “Prep-All Wax & Grease Remover”). 
 
2. After sanding, wipe any resulting dust from the hull.  
 
3. Clean the hull surface with Klean Strip’s “Prep-All Wax & Grease Remover” or odorless mineral 
spirits. Allow it to dry for 3 to 5 minutes. 
 
4. Wipe on Nasco’s Performance Prep Cleaner (acts as “Primer”) with a small applicator pad to 
the hull surface. Primer will turn cloudy in 5 to 7 minutes. Hull Maxx must be applied within 30 
minutes of Primer application. If the 30 minute window is missed, simply apply another coat of 
Primer. Depending on vessel size and due to the application window, we recommend that you 
apply our Primer and Hull Maxx in sections.  
 
APPLICATION:  
 
1. Apply Hull Maxx on top of the Primer with a foam roller or brush so that it won’t pick up any 
lint. We recommend 50% overlap in its application to ensure full coverage. 

2. Sufficient Hull Maxx coating requires a wet film of at least 6 mil thickness. You can verify 
coating thickness with a mil gauge. You should hear a slight stickiness sound as you roll back 
and forth.  

3. Allow for a minimum of 24 hours of cure time before moving the jack stands in order to coat 
those areas previously supporting the jack stands. We recommend that you cover the stands 
with wax paper to keep them from sticking to the newly coated areas. Complete all preparation 



and application steps for those limited areas and allow 24 hours for proper cure time before 
submerging the vessel. The product will fully cure after 24 to 30 hours depending on the 
thickness of coating, ambient temperature and humidity. Do not apply Hull Maxx in below 50-
degree temperatures. 

Repairs: If the coating has come off any part of the hull, simply repair that exposed area by 
repeating Steps 1-4 above. Only repair the areas that are compromised; it is not necessary to 
replace the coating on the entire hull. 

 

 

 


